with the news that two of our friends, Majls. Flan had arrived at the Army and awaited the Counter Signal. They might hasten to our Camp. Of course I expected letters and news from home but judge of my surprise when Major Flan said it was understood in that he also brought four of the Delaware Boys. Shan, Miles Johnson, John Bunting, Henry Thompson as recruits to Co. B. It was almost like a visit home. I can assure you the boys have been duly mustered out their Union and begin to think that they are soldiers. I think the boys acted very curiously in conniving to our Regt. to join for service as they now get right into a Regt. That is splendidly organized and have been service enough to know how to take advantage of the work to be performed besides having come where we are its first rate leaders for Winter. The boys are generally very healthy and I think that you could hardly drive any